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October 7, 2012 

5:30am-6:00am  “Radio Health Journal” 

1. Pregnancy and breast cancer.  Not that many years ago, pregnant women diagnosed with breast 
cancer were often advised to terminate their pregnancies, especially if diagnosed in the first 
trimester. Oncologists discuss how today they can successfully treat such cancers without 
jeopardizing the health and development of the fetus.   Guests: Dr. Dr. Ann Partridge, Director, 
Program for Young Women with Breast Cancer, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston; Dr. 
Virginia Kaklamani, medical oncologist, Northwestern Memorial Hospital, Chicago. 

2. Therapy dogs.  Psychologists and psychiatrists are finding that especially for children and the 
elderly, having a friendly dog present for therapy increases its effectiveness. Experts discuss the 
use of therapy dogs and the qualities that make a certified dog helpful.   Guests: Dr. Melissa 
Cinquegrani, therapy dog owner, therapist and post-doctoral fellow, Connections Day School, 
Libertyville, IL; Ursula Kempe, President, Therapy Dogs International. 

Issues covered: health care; women's issues; youth at risk; mental health; education; pets and people . 

 

6:00am-6:30am  “Viewpoints” 

1. Looping  and Multi-age Classrooms Can Help Kids Learn.  Back in the early part of the 20th 
century, one-room schoolhouses were a common sight in many rural areas. Those buildings are 
gone, but the concept of having more than one grade in a classroom, and students having the 
same teacher for two, three or more years is gaining converts. We talk to three educators about 
the benefits and challenges of “multiage” classrooms and “looping” students and teachers for 
several years.  Guests:  David Marshak, educator, researcher, author of Kids Need the Same 
Teacher for More Than One Year, (www.kidsneedthesameteacher.net); Jenny Williams, 
kindergarten and 1st grade facilitator, Santa Clarita Valley International Charter School, CA 
(www.scvicharterschool.org);  and Michael Kelly, Asst. Prof. Educational Leadership Program, 
Regent University, Virginia Beach, VA (www.regent.edu).  

2. Spy the Lie: The art of deception detection.  Everyone has told a lie, but not everyone can get 
away with it -- especially if they come up against a group of CIA officers who have spent their 
careers ferreting out the truth. We talk to one former CIA lie detector about the verbal and non-
verbal signs of lying, how to spot someone who might be lying, and why it’s so difficult for the 
vast majority of people to lie and get away with it.  Guests: Phillip Houston, former CIA officer 
specializing in lie detection, co-author with Michael Floyd and Susan Carnicero of Spy the Lie: 
Former CIA officers teach you how to detect deception(www.amazon.com). 

Issues covered:  education; schools; family and children’s issues; local government; psychology; crime; 
politics.  
 

October 14, 2012 

 

5:30am-6:00am  “Radio Health Journal” 
1. Stopping the shooting.   Violent crime in the US dropped by 40 percent in the 1990's, but in New 

York City, the drop was twice as large and continued through 2010. An expert explains the 
exportable police strategies that were responsible. Meanwhile, Baltimore has found success at 
cutting gun violence by employing former gang members to mediate disputes.   Guests: Franklin 
Zimring, Simon Prof. of Law, Univ. of California-Berkeley and author, The City That Became Safe: 

http://www.regent.edu/


New York's Lessons for Urban Crime and Its Control; Dr. Daniel Webster, Prof. and Deputy 
Director, Johns Hopkins Center  for the Prevention of Youth Violence. 

2. Pharmacy specialists.   Medicine is becoming increasingly specialized. Pharmacists are the latest 
to follow this trend, with some pursuing board certification in certain specialties. An expert 
explains reasons for the trend and the difference it may make to patients.    Guest: William Ellis, 
Executive Director, Board of Pharmacy Specialties. 

Issues covered:  public health; public safety; crime, guns and violent crime; police; gangs; local 
government; health care; economics. 

6:00am-6:30am  “Viewpoints” 

1. Money and Emotions.  Although the economy is rebounding, many people are still feeling stress 
over their jobs, mortgages, retirement situation and all of the other things that have been 
affected by the downturn. One of the ways people deal with stress is to use money as a way to 
feel in control, raise self-esteem or deal with grief and loss. We talk to a best-selling author and 
a psychiatrist about how people can get into financial and emotional trouble when their lives are 
wrapped up with making, spending and hoarding money.  Guests:  Hill Harper, actor, “CSI: NY,” 
best-selling author of The Wealth Cure: Putting money in its place, 
(www.manifestyourdestiny.org);  Dr. David Reiss, psychiatrist in private practice in San Diego, CA 
(www.dmrdynamics.com). 

2. First Cameraman: The life of the White House videographer.  What would it be like following the 
president wherever he goes as his official videographer? We talk to the first man to ever hold 
that position about his experiences in the White House, on the campaign trail, and the serious, 
fun and funny moments he has had with the Obamas in his job as first cameraman.   Guest is 
Arun Chaudhary, former Official White House Videographer, author of First Cameraman: 
Documenting the Obama Presidency in Real Time, (www.firstcameraman.com).  

Issues covered:   finance; mental health issues; consumerism; family issues; the presidency; 
technology; politics; the arts.  

October 21, 2012 

5:30am-6:00am  “Radio Health Journal” 

1. Performer's injuries.   Professional musicians often suffer from repetitive motion injuries, while 
dancers suffer athletic injuries. Both often "play hurt," in part due to fear of losing position or 
income, or because they are more likely than most professions to have no health insurance. 
Experts discuss ways performers are recognizing the problem and seeking to treat and prevent 
workplace injuries.  Guests: Amy Roisum Foley, Prof. of Music and Director of Bands, Minnesota 
State Univ.; Lynne Krayer-Luke,  professional flutist and licensed Andover Educator; Dr. George 
Shybut, Wellington Orthopaedics and Sports Medicine, Cincinnati and Past President, 
Performing Arts Medical Assn.; Julie Daugherty, physical therapist, American Ballet Theater.  

2. Mammography controversy.  Almost since its inception, mammography screening for women in 
their 40's has been controversial. A noted breast radiologist explains the benefits 
mammography for this population, as well as the often-ignored costs.  Guest: Dr. Handel 
Reynolds, breast radiologist, Piedmont Hospital, Atlanta, and author, The Big Squeeze: A Social 
and Political History of the Controversial Mammogram. 

 

Issues covered:  workplace health and safety; consumerism; employment; arts and entertainment; 
health care; women's issues. 

http://www.dmrdynamics.com/


6:00am-6:30am  “Viewpoints” 

1. Communication, Social Contracts and the Election.  There’s not much time before the 
presidential election, so each side is pulling out the stops to ensure a win. We talk to two 
communication experts about what each candidate can do to in these final days to better 
communicate their messages and their character to those undecided voters.  Guests:  Jeremy D. 
Holden, award-winning branding and research strategist, author of Second that Emotion: How 
decisions, trends and movements are shaped, (www.jeremydholden.com); Michael Rooni, 
attorney, mediator and author of Attractive Communication: 300 ways to make communication 
more attractive, (www.attractivecommunication.com).   

2. Creepy Crawlers: The dark side of the insect world.  We all know that there are beneficial bugs in 
the world, and without them, we’d have no agriculture, no honey, and no butterflies!  However, 
along with the beneficial things bugs do, comes the bad...and even the “wicked.” We talk to a 
writer who documents the darker side of the bug world, and an exterminator who pulls back the 
covers on bed bugs and tells us how to avoid and get rid of them.   Guests: Amy Stewart, author 
of Wicked Bugs, (www.wickedbugs.com) illustrated by Briony Morrow-Cribbs 
(www.brionymorrow-cribbs.com) ; Jeff Eisenberg, Pres. of PestAway, Inc., author of The Bed Bug 
Survival Guide, (www.bedbugsurvivalguide.com). 

Issues covered:  elections; social movements and media; business; public health; agriculture; science; 
hospitality industry; business. 

October 28, 2012 

5:30am-6:00am  “Radio Health Journal” 

1. Unraveling "junk DNA."  Our genes make up only a few percent of the DNA in each of our body's 
cells. Dozens of new studies begin to tell the role of the rest of our DNA. Experts explain the 
"switches" that regulate genes, their role in many diseases, and new treatments that may result. 
Guests are:  Dr. Elise Feingold, Program Director, Genome Analysis, National Human Genome 
Research Institute; Dr. Rick Myers, President and Director, HudsonAlpha Institute for 
Biotechnology; Dr. Mike Pazin, Program Director, Functional Genomics, National Human 
Genome Research Institute. 

2. Fighting fear and phobias.  Halloween is the season for fright, but people with phobias may not 
be in the mood to enjoy it. New research shows an effective new way to combat phobias--admit 
out loud what you're afraid of. Most people are advised to pretend they're not afraid.  The lead 
researcher of this study explains why pretending doesn't work and why this new approach has 
promise.  Guest is Dr. Katharina Kircanski, post-doctoral fellow in psychology, Stanford Univ. 

Issues covered:  health care; science and technology; pop culture; consumerism; public health.  

6:00am-6:30am  “Viewpoints” 

1. John Quincy Adams: Our greatest statesman?   When someone asks “who’s your favorite 
president?” most people say Lincoln or Washington or Jefferson or Reagan or Clinton, or some 
other famous commander-in-chief. The name John Quincy Adams rarely makes anyone’s top 3 
list. But that’s because what he did as president pales in comparison to what he did before and 
after he had the top job. We talk to John Quincy’s biographer about the triumphs of liberty, 
equality, peace and justice our sixth president won not as president, but as a true patriot 
outside the White House. Guest is Harlow Giles Unger, author of John Quincy 
Adams,(www.harlowgilesunger.com). 



2. Real Wolfmen? Or Just Imagination?  There have been people who swore they saw Big Foot, or a 
ghost or saw a flying saucer shoot across the sky. Are they correct? Are they wrong? Do they 
make it up? Or are they actually seeing what they say they are – only in their imagination? We 
talk to a journalist who has recorded the sightings of wolves who walk upright like humans, and 
a psychologist who says people’s minds can trick them into seeing and hearing things that aren’t 
there.  We’ll find out what credible witnesses said about the wolf-like creatures, and if it’s even 
possible for wolves to walk upright and use their forepaws like hands. We’ll also discuss the 
nature of fear, and why people can imagine they see something when they actually don’t.  
Guests: Stuart Vyse, Prof. of Psychology, Connecticut College, New London, CT, author of 
Believing in Magic: The psychology of superstition, (www.stuartvyse.com); Linda Godfrey, 
journalist and paranormal investigator, author of Real Wolfmen,(www.lindagodfrey.com). 

Issues covered:  slavery, racial issues, law, presidency, international affairs and politics; wildlife, mental 
health, paranormal, media.  

November 4, 2012 

5:30am-6:00am  “Radio Health Journal” 

1. Gender bias in science.  Few female role models exist at major research universities in 
scientific fields, subverting efforts to get more women into  math and science. Many 
scientists have dismissed gender bias as a factor. However, new research shows that 
unintentional bias  results in women being subconsciously considered less competent than 
their male scientific counterparts. Experts explain how unconscious bias exists and its 
pervasive effect in academia and society at large. Guests: Dr. Joan Herbers, Prof. of 
Evolution, Ecology and Organismal Biology, Ohio State Univ. and Past President, Assn. for 
Women in Science; and Dr. Jo Handelsman, Prof. of Cellular and Developmental Biology, 
Yale Univ. 

2.  Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS).  An expert and patient explain acute 
respiratory distress syndrome, a little known, life-threatening disorder that suddenly robs 
people of their ability to breathe. Guests: Eileen Rubin, ARDS patient; Dr. Arvey Stone, 
pulmonology and critical care specialist; and Roberta Rubin, Eileen Rubin's mother. 

Issues covered: gender issues; women's issues; discrimination; education; health care; public health.  

6:00am-6:30am  “Viewpoints” 

1. Voter Fraud: Is it really a problem?  Americans go to the polls this month, and a number of 
states have enacted laws to make voters show photo IDs before they’re allowed to cast their 
ballots. But is voter impersonation really a problem? Is there another agenda behind these 
and other laws that make it harder for citizens to vote? We talk to two election specialists 
about voter laws now on the books, and those that have been enacted in the past to find 
out why they were passed, who they benefited, and what can be done to ensure that largest 
number of eligible Americans can freely exercise their right to vote.   Guests:  Daniel Tokaji, 
prof. of law, Ohio State University Moritz College of Law, Sr. Fellow, Election Law Project at 
Moritz (www.moritzlaw.osu.edu); Tova Andrea Wang, Sr. Democracy Fellow at Demos, 
Fellow at the Century Foundation, author of The Politics of Voter Suppression: Defending 
and Expanding Americans’ Right to Vote, (www.demos.org). 

2. Anger:  Why we have it; how and when to control it.  Everyone gets angry from time to time, 
but some people let it rule their lives.  We talk to a psychologist and to an author who 
addressed her anger issues about what anger is, what it does to us physically and mentally 

http://www.demos.org/


and how to control it so it doesn’t interfere with our lives and the lives of those around us. 
Guests: Dr. Howard Kassinove, Prof. of Psychology, Dir. of The Institute for the Study and 
Treatment of Anger and Aggression, Hofstra University, Long Island, NY, co-author of the 
book, Anger Management for Everyone: Seven proven ways to control anger, 
(www.amazon.com); Koren Zailckas, author of Fury: A 
memoir,(www.korenzailckas.tumblr.com), (www.facebook.com/kzailckas).   

Issues covered: elections; political parties; fraud; racism; law; mental health; family issues; financial 
issues. 

November 11, 2012 

5:30am-6:00am  “Radio Health Journal” 

1. Hoarding.  Five percent or more of all Americans are hoarders to some degree. They over-
acquire things, over-value objects, have  trouble throwing things out, and are sometimes 
disorganized to the point of jeopardizing their safety amid tons of junk in their  homes. Experts 
discuss hoarding's psychological roots and what family members can do if they believe a loved 
one is affected.   Guests: Dr. Randy Frost, Prof. of Psychology, Smith College, and Dr. Gail 
Steketee, Dean and Prof. of Social Work, Boston Univ., co-authors, Stuff: Compulsive Hoarding 
and the Meaning of Things; Dr. Michael Tompkins, psychologist, San Francisco Bay Area Center 
for Cognitive Therapy and co-author, Digging Out: Helping Your Loved One Manage Clutter, 
Hoarding and Compulsive Acquiring. 

2. Recovery from traumatic brain injury.   A doctor discusses her son's painful road back from being 
hit by a drunk driver and how traumatic brain injury can be as simple as repeated concussions. 
Guest: Dr. Carolyn Roy-Bornstein, pediatrician and author, Crash: A Mother, A Son, and A 
Journey From Grief to Gratitude.  

Issues covered:  public safety; municipal government; family issues; mental illness; traffic safety; 
health care; youth at risk. 

6:00am-6:30am  “Viewpoints” 

1. The New Faces of Social Activism.  Activism and protest movements are as American as apple 
pie: from the Boston Tea Party in 1773, to the Tea Party movement of today, we’ve always been 
a country where people have marched for change. However, today there’s a difference in the 
way many activists are going about their business.  We talk to two women who have written 
about the “new activism” and how it’s become more inclusive, diverse and effective in getting 
the message out.   Guests:  Emily Hunter, journalist, author of The Next Eco-Warriors: 22 young 
men and women who are saving the planet, (www.nextecowarriors.com); Linda Stout, founder 
and director of Spirit in Action, author of Collective Visioning: How groups can work together for 
a just and sustainable future, (www.lindastout.org).   

2. Kid Lit: What makes a good children’s book.   Kids books never seem to go out of style, and 
there’s nothing kids love more than sitting with mom or dad and having a Dr. Seuss story read to 
them for the umpteenth time.  But what makes a kids’ book a good read? We talk to two kid lit 
authors and a child reading specialist about the characteristics of good books for young and 
middle-school children.  Guests: Deborah Stevenson, Dir. of The Center for Children’s Books, 
editor of their bulletin, in the Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of 
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign (http://ccb.lis.illinois.edu); Bob Balaban, award-winning actor, 
director, Oscar-winning producer; children’s book writer whose most recent book is The 



Creature from the Seventh Grade: Boy or Beast; Amy Krouse Rosenthal, author of many 
children’s books including WUMBERS: It’s words cre8ed with numbers, (www.whoisamy.com). 

Issues covered:  social activism; environment; urban issues; minorities; child development; education; 
arts and literature; recreation; bullying; communication.  

November 18, 2012 

5:30am-6:00am  “Radio Health Journal” 

1. Lung cancer in never-smokers.  Researchers are learning that lung cancer in people who've 
never smoked is often a completely different disease than cancer in smokers. They've also made 
progress against the single mutation causes of these cancers. Experts and a lung cancer patient 
discuss how new therapies are making cancer manageable for longer periods of time.  Guests: 
Stephanie Dunn Haney, lung cancer patient; Dr. Regina Vidaver, Executive Director, National 
Lung Cancer Partnership; Dr. Bruce Johnson, Director, Lowe Center for Thoracic Oncology, Dana-
Farber Cancer Institute and Prof. of Medicine, Harvard Medical School; Dr. James Dougherty, 
board member and Chairman, Medical Advisory Board, Lung Cancer Research Foundation 

2. Alcoholism in the cockpit.  Aviation didn't believe in alcoholism treatment before the 1970's, 
creating a conspiracy of silence. Now pilots can take advantage of a program with an 
exceptionally high success rate. An aviation expert and an alcoholic pilot discuss the results. 
Guests: Joe Balzer, airline pilot and author, Flying Drunk; Patrick Smith, airline pilot and author, 
"Ask the Pilot" on Salon.com. 

Issues covered: health care; public health; discrimination; smoking; economics; aviation safety; alcohol 
and substance abuse and treatment.  

6:00am-6:30am  “Viewpoints” 

1. Eating Aliens: Broadening your palette with unusual foods.   Food TV has helped to broaden the 
palette of many Americans beyond the burgers and fries this country is famous for. But how far 
are you willing to go? We talk to an author and adventurer who has been hunting some strange, 
invasive species of animals, handing them over to experienced chefs and serving them up for 
dinner.  Another author and chef talks about the nutritional and culinary benefits of some ugly, 
maligned and sometimes hard to find root vegetables.   Guests:  Jackson Landers, hunter, 
adventurer, author of the book, Eating Aliens: One man’s adventures hunting invasive animal 
species, (www.jacksonlanders.com); and Diane Morgan, chef, award-winning cookbook writer, 
author of Roots: The definitive compendium, (http://dianemorgancooks.com).  

2. Kids and Tech: A psychologist takes a hard line.  Are kids too involved in technology to the 
detriment of other parts of their lives? One psychologist thinks so, and takes a harder line that 
many parents do on how much and what kind of tech is good for kids. Our guest also discusses 
how too much sitting in front of “screens” is one reason so many kids are overweight or obese. 
Too much tech is also interfering with family cohesiveness and sometimes exposing our kids to 
online material that they shouldn’t be seeing.  Guest is Dr. Edward Christophersen, board-
certified children’s clinical psychologist at Children’s Mercy Hospital, Kansas City, MO, author of 
Parenting That Works: Teaching skills that last a lifetime, (www.childrensmercy.org). 

Issues covered: health; nutrition; agriculture; environment; commerce; endangered species; 
government; family issues; technology; mental health; media.  

 

http://www.whoisamy.com/
http://www.childrensmercy.org/


November 25, 2012 

5:30am-6:00am  “Radio Health Journal” 

1. Breastmilk vs. formula in hospitals.  Authorities say breastfeeding newborns for six months is 
exceptionally important for lifelong health, and many hospitals  are ramping up efforts to 
support breastfeeding. Some hospitals now lock up formula as they do medication and have 
banned gift bags with formula samples, claiming their distribution is a conflict of interest. But 
when does support for breastfeeding go too far  and set up families for failure when it meets the 
real world?  Guests are: "Kim," new mom; Marsha Walker, registered nurse, lactation 
consultant, Executive Director, National Alliance for Breastfeeding Advocacy and board member, 
Massachusetts Breastfeeding Coalition; Dr. Lori Feldman-Winter, Prof. of Pediatrics, Cooper 
medical School of Rowan Univ. and head, adolescent medicine, Children's Regional Hospital at 
Cooper, Camden, NJ; Dr. Melissa Bartick, Instructor, Harvard Medical School and Cambridge 
Health Alliance and Chair, Massachusetts Breastfeeding Coalition; Mardi Mountford, Exec. Vice 
President, International Formula Council. 

2. The psychology of face transplants.  When they were first contemplated, doctors feared that 
face transplant recipients might be psychologically traumatized  seeing someone else's face in 
the mirror. One of the nation's pioneering face transplant surgeons discusses why this has not 
been a major problem, but that other psychological concerns remain important.  Guest is Dr. 
Daniel Alam, Section Head of Facial, Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, Cleveland Clinic. 

Issues covered:  health care; public health; youth at risk; consumerism; ethics; family issues; 
technology; ethics; military.   

6:00am-6:30am  “Viewpoints” 

1. American Presidents: Did you know….?  America’s presidential election was watched around the 
world, just like our Commanders-in-Chief are. In 2012 we saw a very divided and partisan 
election cycle, but it wasn’t always that way. We talk to a historian and author about why the 
world is fascinated by US presidents, how many of our founding fathers warned against political 
parties, and we’ll learn some interesting details that you might not have known about 
presidents of the past.   Guests:  Kenneth C. Davis, historian, author of Don’t Know Much About 
American Presidents, (www.dontknowmuch.com). 

2. Cocktails and Wine: Changing with the culture.   It used to be that cocktail parties were formal 
affairs, where men wore suits or tuxes, and women dressed up in their best frocks or evening 
gowns. When hosts served wine at dinner, it was very, very important to pair each course with 
its own, special bottle.  How things have changed!  We talk to a cocktail aficionado about 
cocktail culture and history; and a humor columnist about how wines have gotten less fussy, and 
more “macho” – and are even being paired with food truck fare.  Guest is Lesley Blume, author 
of Let’s Bring Back: The Cocktail Edition, (www.lesleymmblume.com); Joel Stein, journalist, 
humor columnist for TIME Magazine, author of Man Made: A stupid quest for masculinity, 
spokesperson for Stark Raving Wines, (www.thejoelstein.com) (www.starkravingwines.com) . 

Issues covered:   American presidents; U.S. elections; popular culture; arts & literature; consumerism. 
 

 

 

http://www.dontknowmuch.com/
http://www.lesleymmblume.com/
http://www.thejoelstein.com/
http://www.starkravingwines.com/


December 2, 2012 

5:30am-6:00am  “Radio Health Journal” 

1. Health reform post-election.  Many states delayed implementation of provisions of the 
Affordable Care Act, thinking they might not have to do it at all  should a Republican President 
be elected. Now that President Obama has been reelected, states may have to scramble to set 
up health insurance exchanges, or accept Federal help. The Supreme Court has also allowed 
states to refuse Medicaid expansion, a major means to cover the currently uninsured. Experts 
explain the negotiations that will determine how the law is implemented.   Guests: John 
Poelman, Senior Director and state policy specialist, Leavitt Partners; Dr. Paul Ginsberg, 
President, Center for Studying Health System Change; Tracy Watts, National Healthcare Reform 
Leader, Mercer consultants. 

2. Developing a brain eraser.  A scientist working on chemicals that could someday allow selective 
deletion of bad memories explains how such a development could work, and how it could also 
lead to chemicals enhancing the brain's function.   Guest is Dr. Andre Fenton, Associate Prof. of 
Physiology and Pharmacology, State Univ. of New York Downstate Medical Center. 

Issues covered:   health care; public health; federal and state government; economics; poverty; 
business and industry; employment; technology; education; addiction treatment.  
 

6:00am-6:30am  “Viewpoints” 

1. Solo and Encore Careers: The benefits and the pitfalls.   With unemployment high, and 
thousands of boomers retiring every day, many people are looking to strike out on their own or 
start new careers doing something completely different. Two business consultants offer advice 
on how to market your services as a solo entrepreneur, and to make an “encore” career out of 
one of your passions.  Guests:  Jeanna Pool, marketing professional, author of the book, 
Marketing for Solos, (www.marketingforsolos.com); John Schuster, exec. Coach and author,  The 
Power of Your Past, (www.johnpschuster.com).  

2. Disaster Preparedness: What individuals and businesses can do.  If Hurricane Sandy taught us 
anything, it’s that it pays to prepare for the worst, and hope for the best. There was nothing that 
could be done about the billions in property damage but so many didn’t have to die, and many 
businesses could have stayed up and running with the right emergency plan. We talk to two 
disaster specialists about what individuals and companies can do to be more prepared in the 
event of a natural or man-made disaster.   Guests are: Braxton Southwick, author of A Letter to 
My Friends, and a prepper featured in National Geographic Channel’s “Doomsday Preppers,” 
(www.channel.nationalgeographic.com); and Nicolas Dubus, IT Director, CableOrganizer.com.   

Issues covered:  small business; retirement issues; employment; disaster planning; commerce; 
technology; public health; terrorism; gun issues; religion.  

December 9, 2012 

5:30am-6:00am  “Radio Health Journal” 

1. How babies stop bullies.   Schools have found that bullying is hard to stop. However, an 
innovative Canadian program that brings babies and their moms into the classroom has had 
remarkable proven success at lowering aggression.  Guests: Mary Gordon, founder and 
President, Roots of Empathy; Dr. Kim Schonert-Reichle, Assoc. Prof. of Educational and 
Counseling Psychology and Special Education, Univ. of British Columbia.  



2. Twinless twins.   Twins whose "other half" dies unexpectedly may face challenging issues of grief 
and identity. A well-known psychotherapist, herself a twin, explains these issues through the 
lens of her own life.  Guest is Mary R. Morgan, New York psychotherapist and author, Beginning 
With the End:  A Memoir of Twin Loss and Healing. 

Issues covered:  education; children at risk; interpersonal relationships; family and parenting issues.  
 

6:00am-6:30am  “Viewpoints” 

1. Is it a word? Look it up in the dictionary!  Dictionaries have been staples for students and writers 
forever, but these days you’re as likely to look for a definition online as you are in a 
conventional book. Not only has the format of the dictionary changed but also the kinds of 
words you find in it. We talk to a dictionary aficionado and editor about the changes the 
dictionary has undergone in the last decade, what kinds of new words are in the book and how 
words, phrases and abbreviations find their way in.   Guests:  Steve Kleinedler, Exec. Editor, The 
American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language (www.ahdictionary.com). 

2. Kids & Toys: How do you find the right ones?  How do you know what the best toy is for your 
small child? Should you buy traditional toys like blocks and dolls, or more high tech toys like 
computer tablets and video games? We talk to two toy and child specialists about how to 
determine what your child really wants, how different toys affect children’s play and 
imagination, and what to do if you can’t find the exact toy your child wants for the holidays. 
Guests are:  Marianne Szymanski, toy tester and Pres. Of Toy Tips Inc., (www.toytips.com); Matt 
Hiebert, educator and contributor to Spark Box Toys (www.sparkboxtoys.com), Founder of 
aroundsquare (www.aroundsquare.com). 

Issues covered: literature; pop culture; technology; communication; education; children and family 
issues; recreation; technology; consumerism.  

December 16, 2012 

5:30am-6:00am  “Radio Health Journal” 

1. Are we approaching the post-antibiotic era?  Doctors have long feared that bacteria may 
develop resistance to every antibiotic we have.  Now gonorrhea may soon present this reality. 
Some completely resistant cases worldwide are spreading slowly. Experts explain how a return 
to the pre-antibiotic era might play out.  Guests: Dr. William Schaffner, Chair, Dept. of 
Preventive Medicine, Vanderbilt Univ. School of Medicine; Dr. Carlos del Rio, Prof. of Medicine 
and Public Health, Emery Univ.; Dr. Frederick Sparling, Prof. of Medicine and Microbiology, Univ. 
of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. 

2. The family role in drug use.  People who use drugs, even those who are not addicted, are often 
destructively enabled by families. An expert explains why this occurs and what families have to 
do to break through their own denial as well as that of the user.   Guest is Dr. Wesley Boyd, Asst. 
Clinical Prof. of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School, and author, Almost  Addicted. 

Issues covered:  health care; public health; sexually-transmitted diseases; technology and research; 
federal  government; economics; family and parenting issues; substance abuse and treatment; mental 
illness; legal marijuana.  

 

6:00am-6:30am  “Viewpoints” 

1. One Child at a Time: Adopting older children.  Many adoptable kids spend their childhoods 
moving from foster home to foster home until they “age out” of the system at 18. 

http://www.ahdictionary.com/


Unfortunately, parents who adopt often want only infants, and that leaves thousands of young 
people without permanent homes. We talk to an adoptive parent and a man who was adopted 
as a teenager about the challenges of adopting older children, why it’s important for their 
welfare and society, and how the system should be changed to make more of these adoptions a 
reality.  Guests:  Jake Dekker, adoptive parent and author of One Kid at a Time: A single dad, a 
boy in foster care and a adoption, (www.jakedekker.com); Nathan Ross, adopted teenager, with 
the Midwest Foster Care and Adoption Association (www.mfcaa.org). 

2. The Making of Disney’s “Snow White.”  At Christmas, 1937, a very special movie was scheduled 
to open across the country, ushering in a new era in animated features. Unfortunately, “Snow 
White and the Seven Dwarfs” only managed to open in one theater that December, but it soon 
became a worldwide hit. We talk to an author and film expert about why this Disney movie is so 
special, the ups and downs Walt Disney and his staff went through to create it, and the 
innovations in film animation that made “Snow White” a much beloved film even 75 years after 
its premiere.  Guest is J.B. Kaufman, film historian, author on staff of the Walt Disney Family 
Foundation, author of The Fairest One of All: The making of Walt Disney’s Snow White and the 
Seven Dwarfs, (www.waltdisney.org). 

Issues covered: children and family issues; foster care and adoption; government; child abuse and 
neglect; the arts; entertainment; commerce; technology; communication.  

December 23, 2012 

5:30am-6:00am  “Radio Health Journal” 

1. High-functioning alcoholics.   Many people have a strong stereotype that alcoholics look like 
someone who's "hit bottom." Experts— one who is an alcoholic herself—explain that some of 
the most successful people we know may have unseen home lives wrecked by alcohol.  
Guests: Sarah Allen Benton, mental health counselor and author, Understanding the High-
Functioning Alcoholic; Dr. Kimberly Dennis, Medical Director, Timberline Knolls Treatment 
Center, Lemont, IL. 

2. Mental health first aid.  Many people don't know mental illness when they see it, and most 
people don't know what to do if someone they meet is in crisis. A training program for people 
who work with the public seeks to educate others.   Guests: Susan Partain, Director, Mental 
Health First Aid Operations, National Council for Community Behavioral Health Care; Julie 
Morrison, Supervisor, West Deerfield Township, Lake County, IL; Rev. Brian Roots, Pastor, Christ 
United Methodist Church, Deerfield, IL. 

Issues covered: alcoholism, substance abuse and treatment; employment and the workplace; mental 
illness; education; community services.  

 

6:00am-6:30am  “Viewpoints” 

1. General Sherman’s Christmas.  In December, 1864, General William Tecumseh Sherman was 
marching toward Savannah, Georgia, ready to meet Confederate troops head on. His men were 
stealing provisions from plantations and farm houses they passed; freed slaves were marching 
alongside the federal army that could not house or feed them; the people of Savannah were 
preparing for attack.  We’ll find out how two generals – one Union and one Confederate – 
spared the beautiful southern city and its residents from the horrors of destruction.  Guest is 
Stanley Weintraub, Professor Emeritus of the Arts & Humanities, Penn State University, author 
of General Sherman’s Christmas: Savannah, 1864, (www.amazon.com). 

http://www.mfcaa.org/
http://www.amazon.com/


2. Dealing With Holiday Stress.   The holidays, with their family gatherings, crowded shopping malls 
and unpredictable weather, are a time of stress for many people. We talk to two stress 
specialists about how to calm down a bit during this hectic time of year and also prevent undue 
stress at other times.   Guests: Dr. Mary Lamia, clinical psychologist and psychoanalyst in private 
practice in Marin County, CA, (www.marylamia.com); Paul Huljich, author of Stress Pandemic: 9 
natural steps to survive, master stress and live well, (www.stresspandemic.com). 

Issues covered: American history; slavery; war; government; addiction; family issues; diet and 
nutrition.  

December 30, 2012 

5:30am-6:00am  “Radio Health Journal” 

1. Face blindness. Many people aren't good at remembering names or faces. But some people with 
a rare neurological disorder cannot recognize or remember faces at all, even those of friends, 
families or spouses.  A woman who suffers from this disorder, prosopagnosia, describes its 
impact, and two researchers explain research into its origins.  Guests: Heather Sellers, Prof. of 
English, Hope College and author, You Don't Look Like Anyone I Know; Dr. Ken Nakayama, Prof. 
of Psychology, Harvard University and lead researcher, Prosopagnosia Research Center; Dr. Brad 
Duchaine, Assoc. Prof. of Psychological Brain Sciences, Dartmouth College and researcher, 
Prosopagnosia Research Center. 

2.  Making and breaking habits.  The new year is a time for people to stop bad habits and start 
new, good routines. An expert discusses the psychology of habits and how people can be more 
successful in changing their lives for the better.  Guest is Jeremy Dean, psychologist and author, 
Making Habits, Breaking Habits: Why We Do Things, Why We Don't, and How to Make Any 
Change Stick. 

Issues covered: psychology; education; youth at risk; disabilities; consumerism; education.   

 

6:00am-6:30am  “Viewpoints” 

1. Introverts: They’re not who you think they are.   Introverts get a bad reputation for being party 
poopers, shy, and even anti-social. Our two guests say that couldn’t be further from the truth, 
and dispel the myths surrounding introverts. We discuss what introversion is, why it’s not the 
same as shyness, how introverts can be gregarious, talkative and a lot of fun to be around. 
Guests:  Todd Kashdan, Prof. of Psychology, George Mason University, author of the 
forthcoming book Mindfulness, acceptance and Positive Psychology, (April 2013),  
(www.toddkashdan.com); Sophia Dembling, introvert, author of the book, The Introvert’s Way: 
Living a quiet life in a noisy world, (www.facebook.com/SophiaDemblingWriter). 

2. Climate Change: Looking for signs; deciding what’s important.   There is no doubt that the 
climate around the world is changing. You just have to look at the frequency and intensity of 
storms, the fluctuation in temperatures in the winter and summer,  the early blooming of trees 
and disappearance of ice in arctic regions. We talk to two scientists about the signs of climate 
change, what they mean to plants, animals and their habitats, and what we, as a planet, can and 
want to do to mitigate the effects of climate change.   Guests:  James Lewis, Professor and Chair 
of the Department of Biological Sciences, Fordham Univ. NY (www.fordham.edu); Daniel Botkin, 
biologist, author of The Moon in the Nautilus Shell: Discordant harmonies reconsidered, 
(www.danielbbotkin.com). 

http://www.facebook.com/SophiaDemblingWriter


Issues covered: mental health; recreation; technology; employment; environmental issues; climate 
change; wildlife and habitats; pollution; science.  

  

 


